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Reaction controls at work in space — symbolized.
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Steel.

Whether it jumps to make a discovery that's out of this
world, or sits down quietly to spend a century or two on
atomic research, steel is the only material that has the
strength and vigor to keep up with the reach of modern
man's mind.
New Stainless Steels developed by United States Steel
withstand the vibration and friction of unearthly speeds.
New USS Steel Forgings shape atomic reactors and nuclear
power systems. Look around. You'll see steel in so many
places—building strength. And steel depends on men like
you. For information about the many career opportunities
at U.S. Steel, including financial analysis or sales, send
the coupon.
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Television tape may help save your child's life
Westinghouse scientists and engineers have put together an unusual
assortment of machines with which doctors hope to write a bright
new chapter in the history of man's fight against childhood diseases.
The machines are: A fluoroscope which uses lower radiation
intensities...to lower the exposure of the human body. A new
light amplifying system which makes the image from the fluoroscope
50,000 times brighter. And a TV camera which picks up the image as
a moving picture and records it on video tape. This can be played
back again and again until the trouble is diagnosed, or put on
television cables and shown to specialists half a world away.
Physicians hope that this machine will help them diagnose diseases
and injuries more quickly and accurately than ever before.
For more information about your future with Westinghouse, write
L. H. Noggle, Westinghouse Educational Department,
Pittsburgh 21, Pa. You can be sure...if it's

Westinghouse
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It's good. Here's what Du Pont offers:
A chance to grow, to build on your college training, as
you work with, and learn from, men who have made
their mark.
A chance to advance at a rate consistent with your
growth and development.
A chance to achieve distinction in your field, on stimulating projects.
Engineers, Chemists, Physicists, Mathematicians,
with B.S., M.S. or Ph.D.
Send the coupon below for more complete information
on the opportunity for you at Du Pont.
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... is a rare and marvelous possession. It is to be
coveted and protected—nourished and encouraged—given
freedom for expression, and, at the same time,
intelligent guidance.

At Delco Radio Division of General Motors we have
an appreciation for talent—the kind of talent which led
Delco to a position of leadership in the fields of
electronics and solid state physics.
Armed with this background and men of proven
abilities, we intend to assault the challenges of the future.
We have unusual opportunities for ambitious young men
with new ideas—new talent. If you're interested in becoming
a part of this aggressive Delco, GM team, write to
Mr. Carl Longshore, Supervisor—Salaried Employment,
for additional information—or talk with our
representative when he visits your campus.

DELCO RADIO DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS
KOKOMO, INDIANA

A complex meson field?
Built-in return power for project
Mercury?
How is it related to binding energy?
Gravity is both a bane and a boon to man's
efforts — and a thorough understanding of
it is of great significance in the completion
of Allison's energy conversion mission.
Gravity conditions our thinking on advanced assignments. For example, in
outer space there is a disorientation of
conventional design. The fact that large
accelerations can be obtained with low
thrust forces has taken us into the new field
of electrical propulsion, ion and magnetohydrodynamic rockets.

Energy conversion is our business

In our inquiries, we supplement our own
resources by calling on many talents and
capabilities: General Motors Corporation,
its Divisions, other individuals and organizations.By applying this systems engineering concept to new projects, we increase
the effectiveness with which we accomplish our mission — exploring the needs of
advanced propulsion and weapons systems.

Divizicn of Ger_eral Motors,Indie.nolis 6,Indiana

I

ROSE POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA
HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES OF 1961
You are cordially invited to visit Rose Poly-

technic Institute where you can earn a degree in:
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
CIVIL ENGINEERING

OF

ADMISSIONS

MATHEMATICS

ROSE POLYTECHNIC

PHYSICS

INSTITUTE

CHEMISTRY

TERRE HAUTE,INDIANA
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EDITORIAL
44e Titel Wa414 N?
In past years, as college Homecomings became bigger and more eagerly-awaited gettogethers, faculties and students began preparing more for their returning alumni. Campus
organizations and clubs began decorating their campuses to show school spirit and to create
more interest in Homecoming among the alumni. One of the innovations developed for this
purpose was an item sometimes called a Homecoming display.
The fraternities at Rose, being similar to those at most colleges, joined this trend, and
from there you know the story: Homecoming displays have become monsters! At present,
they have reached the point where they require more time and money than is necessary to
serve their intended purpose. Of course at Ro3e, there is that old argument that building
the displays helps fraternity spirit. However, there must certainly be a cheaper way to increase individual fraternity spirit so that the majority of time and money usually spent on
displays could be devoted to something more lasting and beneficial than a flimsy onenighter.
For example, one suggestion is to spend the money for professional entertainment on
the Friday night of Homecoming weekend, which would probably be of more interest to the
alumni. On some campuses, organizations have recently been giving the money they would
usually spend on a display to charity. This would be a less selfish use for the money, although it would be no help in Rose's campaign for a more interesting Homecoming weekend. The best idea thus far is to sponsor a variety show on that Friday night, similar to the
historic "Rose Riot", in which both students and alumni would participate. At present, Blue
Key is trying to create interest among alumni toward such an event, and with some work
and advertisement this idea could quickly become reality.
However, there are many suggestions which would improve the spending situation
where approximately eight hundred dollars was spent on the past displays. Are they
worth it?

JANUARY, 1961
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IMPORTANT DEVELOPMENTS AT JPL...

PIONEERING IN SPACE RESEARCH
The Jet Propulsion Laboratory has been assigned
responsibility for the Nation's program of unmanned
lunar, planetary, and interplanetary exploration. The
objectives of this program are to contribute to mankind's
fundamental knowledge of space and the space environment and to contribute to the development of the technology of space exploration. For the next ten years, as
larger booster vehicles become available, increasingly
versatile spacecraft payloads will be developed.
JPL will conduct the missions, utilizing these spacecraft
to orbit and land on the moon, to probe interplanetary
space, and to orbit and land on the near and far planets.
Earliest of these spacecraft will be the "Ranger" series

now being designed, developed and tested at JPL. The
mission of this particular series will include first, exploration of the environment and later the landing of instrumented capsules on the moon.
Never before has such a wide vista of opportunity, or
a greater incentive been open to men trained in all fields
of modern science and engineering. Every day at JPL new
problems arise, new theories are advanced, new methods
tested, new materials used and new principles discovered. This creates a stimulating work atmosphere for
trained individuals and an unlimited field for constructive
development of a long-range and rewarding career.
Wouldn't you like to take part in it?
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Illustrated is a "Ranger"
proof-test model undergoing
design verification testing in
one of the laboratories at JPI..
Here design features are
tested and proved, operational
procedures developed and
handling experience gained for
the actual construction of the
initial flight spacecraft.
These spacecraft will be among
the earliest pioneers in the
development of space science.

JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
Operated by the California Institute of Technology under contract with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

Employment opportunities for Graduate Students in these fields
INFRA-RED • OPTICS • MICROWAVE • SERVOMECHANISMS • COMPUTERS • LIQUID AND SOLID PROPULSION • STRUCTURES • CHEMISTRY
INSTRUMENTATION • MATHEMATICS • ENGINEERING MECHANICS • TRANSISTOR CIRCUITRY AND SOLID STATE PHYSICS

Send professional resume for our immediate consideration. Interviews may be arranged on Campus or at the Laboratory.
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From the

PRESIDENT'S
DESK

As I have pointed out previously in this column, and elsewhere, engineering is much more a way of life than it is a group of courses which comprise
a curriculum. A college like Rose Polytechnic is a place where students come
to learn a way of life. The chief function of the faculty is to provide an
atmosphere and encouragement for the students to learn.
When the learning process is down-graded to the point where the faculty
is forced to try to teach students and the students, in their turn, dare the
faculty to teach them, the atmosphere of a true institution of higher learning
is not present. Fortunately at Rose we have very little of the "dare to teach
me" attitude on the part of our students.
However, in addition to the learning process, there is another important
function of college life. This is the transition in living from childhood to
adulthood. During the four years that the students attend Rose they must
change from boys, leaving high school and the home for the first time, to
adults who must proceed on their own and make their way in the world. The
best way to achieve this result is to allow the students to take more responsibility for their actions. It is the aim and hope of the administration and faculty
at Rose that student government will gradually assume more responsibility.
The ideal situation would be one where the students are entirely responsible
for their own discipline and the supervision of their activities. The faculty
role would be solely advisory in these matters. Some people like to think
of this operation as the development of an "honor system" involving the
personal life of the students and their conduct in and out of the classroom.
I prefer to think of it as the growing up and assumption of responsibilities
by professional people.
This year's Student Council has appeared to be willing to assume more
responsibility for student actions than has appeared to be the case in the past.
This is a healthy trend and I hope that it will continue.

JANUARY, 1961
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OBSERVATIONS OfSUCCESS

PART IV: PURCHASING
by

Page 10

Mr. Wilton L. Brown
Director of Purchases
The Peoples Gas, Light, and Coke Company, Chicago

THE ROSE TECHNIC

"OBSERVATIONS OF SUCCESS" is a series of eight articles written by outstanding alumni
of Rose—men who are truly giants in their fields—to describe for you the nature of their particular field of engineering, the elements of their college training which were most helpful to them,
and the traits of their personalities which were invaluable to their success. The fields of engineering to be discussed in later issues in addition to Purchasing will be Sales, Research, Design, Production, Personnel Relations, Teaching, and Executive Managament.
Because ultimate job satisfaction cannot be obtained unless the philosophy of the man parallels that of the organization for which he works, it would be well to consider the values which
these authors attach to things as evidenced in their writing in the thinking that precedes your
selection of a field of engineering.
This momentous series will represent the most current, the most broad, and the most highly
authoritative opinion available on any college campus of activities emanating from Engineering.

BIOGRAPHY
This month's contributor for "Observations of Success" is Mr. Wilton
L. Brown who is Director of Purchases at the People's Gas, Light and
Coke Company, Chicago, Illinois.
Mr. Brown was born on May 1, 1911
in Carbon, Indiana, educated in
Carbon Schools, and graduated from
Rose with the class of 1933, where
he received a B.S. in both electrical
and mechanical engineering.
Mr. Brown became a member of
the staff at The Peoples Gas, Light
and Coke Company immediately
after graduation, and has served
with the company for over 27 years.
He has held positions as service man,
junior engineer, acting shop foreman, assistant superintendent (Calumet District), acting assistant purchasing agent, assistant purchasing
agent, purchasing agent, and was
named Director of Purchases on December 1, 1955.
At the present time Mr. Brown
is very active in community affairs,
being first vice president of the
Illinois Athletic Club, director of
the Greater Lawndale Conservation
Commission, a member of Purchasing Agents Association of Chicago
and the Chicago Association of Commerce and Industry, and treasurer
of the Westminister Presbyterian
Church at Skokie, Illinois.
JANUARY, 1961

Mr. Brown feels that his personal
qualifications for the position he
holds—that he be able to favorably
receive and be received by Sellers'
representatives, and able to establish good public relationship and
satisfactory supplier-customer relationship--were developed in part
by being active in school organizations while at Rose. Here he served
as president of the Student Council
and president of the Glee Club. He
was a Rose Honor Man, a member
of the Interfraternity Council, Blue
Key Fraternity, and Sigma Nu
Social Fraternity.
The ideal Director of Purchases,
I have learned, is a person who is
an authority in the fields of engineering, economics, public relations
and business administration. Obviously, even the student with an
agile mind and elastic nerves will
find it rather difficult to concentrate on each of these areas and
still digest the humanities and Mort
Sahl's anecdotes, so one major field
should provide a sufficient springboard.
Since Rose is an oasis of engineering knowledge, and electrical and
mechanical engineering dominated
my studies, you are pursuing the
most valuable training if your choice
of careers is purchasing. The other

areas of knowledge can be developed
as you progress.
The responsibilities of the Director of Purchase at Peoples Gas include procurement of all material,
equipment and services for the
company and its subsidiary, Chicago
District Pipeline Company, with
emphasis on satisfactory quality and
delivery. He also is responsible for
all traffic of these companies.
Since the Director of Purchases
must attend to contractual requirements of construction and other
activity, analyze plans, specifications
and engineering details of major
purchases, and investigate the many
new products and procedures, engineering training is essential.
Logic and foresight are intangibles
that contribute to a successful purchasing department, plus an intimate
knowledge of the company for
which you toil. For instance, the
most valuable experience that can
be obtained with any organization
pertains to the operations division—
the company's mainspring. Since
this division requires a substantial
number of goods and services, it is
particularly dear to the Director of
Purchases.
A function of the Director of Purchases which requires sound economic bearings is related to market
(Continued on page 33)
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Sub Rosa
A Friend

Ignatius felt a surge of pride as
he stepped back from his drawing.
Critically he checked the esthetic
qualities of his bridge: yes, it appeared strong without a bulky look,
the piers were sturdy yet slender,
and the abutments had been skillfully blended with each shore. Surely
it was a bridge worthy of Horatio to
jump from into the now murky waters of Father Tiber.
Structural design had taken weeks
of drudgery, and though it might
seem a bit progressive to a few of
the professors, Ignatius knew that
his bridge would support a legion.
But it was the form — the living
quality, conceived in his own brain,
that inspired Ignatius to a frenzy of
calculations, sketches, research, and
arguments.
Auditus, his roommate, stretched
in bed and looked up.
"Still at it? Jupiter, but you're
a slave to that drawing board."
"Beautiful, beautiful- Look, Audi,
this bridge is going to melt the
hearts of every one of those old
goats in the Department to the point
that they're simply obligated to present it at the Forum in June."
"Look, Iggi, old man, you are
going to cry your heart out when
they give you a B+ for the semester
and hand you a goatskin in June.
We like your bridge, Ignatius, but
you are just ahead of your time,
young man.' So what's the sense
of beating your brains out?"
"All right, dad, you win. And
where, if I may be indescrete, where
are you off to on this balmy April
Roman night?"
"To a meeting, chum, to a meetPage 12

ing," said Auditus.
"Not that bunch again."
"The very same. Why don't you
join me for a few cool ones and then
get to know some of the people.
Really„ they're well informed—
some even intellectuals—and are
dedicated to shaping a better policy
for the Empire, I'm serious!"
"I'm sorry," said Ignatius. "I'm
just not a dogooder. And, besides,
there's enough wrong with the Empire right here in Rome for them
to worry about without trying to
change the world. You think it's
smart to brush elbows with those
bright people so some of it might
rub off," laughed Ignatius. "But
you don't even know what they're
up to."

like to know who organized them,
what their real objective is, are
they in fact Romans, do they say
they want peace just so we'll rest
our shields."
"Look, Iggy, these are all educated people."
"All right, they're educated. But
go back six hundred years, that's
when old Hannibal was crossing
the Alps with his elephants. And
what did Hannibal do but send envoys ahead of him into darn near
every province of Italy to unite
the tribes against Rome. Hannibal
was offering Italians peace and protection, freedom and power before
he even got here. And the funny
thing about it was, it worked. He
annihilated three different Roman
armies, never losing a single battle
on Italian soil."

"Look, Rome has been fighting
now for seven-hundred years, and
it's just plain crazy . . . senseless.
"That's old hat," said Auditus.
There's got to be some way to
"That
was six hundred years ago,
knock all this nonsense off, and
warfare
and
has changed just a bit
these people believe--really believe
since
then."
—that war simply isn't the answer."
"Sure it has, but human nature
"Okay," said Ignatius. "I'll grant
hasn't.
Don't you suppose that
you that war is stupid, but these
Alaric
would
come roaring down
people don't have the slightest idea
the
Appian
Way
as soon as he figof what war is all about. Half of
ured
that
we
were
peaceful enough
them have never been outside of
him
let
to
get
away
with it. The
Latium, and nine-tenths of them
Visigoths
are
a pretty tough outfit,
have never heard a Hun's whoop."
or
hadn't
you
heard?"
"That's not the point. Mankind
has a higher destiny than self-de"You go back to your drafting
structon. There must be alterna- board while I change the Empire,"
tives to methods of mass destruc- laughed Auditus.
tion."
"Why not leave the Empire alone
"You're right—at least I hope tonight and see if you can help Rome
you're right. Mankind has to out a little?" asked Ignatius.
change . . . but fast. But before I
"What do you mean, roomy?"
rub elbows with these people, I'd
(Continued on page 34)
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TBPi PLEDGE ESSAY

Biueprint for
Expansion
The administration of Rose Polytechnic Institute has recently inaugurated a program of increased
enrollment and graduate study. In
addition, the Institute has set a goal
of graduating eighty percent of an
entering class by initiating the policy
of higher entrance requirements, a
selective orientation program, and
increased individual counseling. Thus
applying the acceleration principle
to the above program, it becomes
obvious that an overcrowded condition will soon exist.
This overpopulated condition necessitates the expansion of classroom facilities, and dormitory and
fraternity housing. A major problem is determining the location of
any new structures on the beautiful
Rose Polytechnic Institute campus.
This has become a prime concern
of the students, faculty, and administration, especially those students of the Indiana Beta of Tau
Beta Pi. And the active Chapter, in
its usual benevolent manner, volunteered the services of the fall Tau
Beta Pi pledge class of 1960 to find
a solution.
It is of utmost importance that
the natural beauty of the Rose Polytechnic Institute campus is not disturbed. Since it would be difficult
to conform with all the existing
forms of architecture, all new structures should be inconspiciously located. With the abundance of forested acreage on the campus, it
would be a simple matter to camoflage these buildings. However,
such located buildings would impose
an inconvenience to the bulk of the
student body.
JANUARY, 1961

Our first consideration is that of
providing new classroom facilities.
Since a new addition onto the existing classroom building would be
impractical, the only alternative is
to construct a new building. This
would be devoted entirely to lecture rooms; thus leaving the existing structure to be used only for
laboratories and office space. Therefore the attention of the students in
a lecture would be greatly facilitated
by the separation from the noise and
confusion of the laboratories.
This new building could be placed
in several locations where it would
be unnoticed. One such possibility
is the depression in the front lawn,
southeast of the main building. This
depression is large enough that if
a low silhouette building could be
constructed in it, the rolling beauty
of the lawn would be preserved.
Furthermore, sodding the roof would
make it entirely indistinguishable.
However, commuting bet w een
buildings presents another problem.
Either a sidewalk would have to be
constructed, marring our attractive
lawn, or a tunnel could be constructed at a considerable expense.
Secondly, the parking lot behind
the main building is a consideration,
since commuting would present no
problem. This location would deem
it necessary to resituate the parking
lot. With the parking problem already acute, this selection of location would only add considerably to
the problem encountered.
The solution for the placement of
this one particular building seems to
be to place it in the ravine immediately between the main building and

the field house. This area contains
all the desirable characteristics.
While it is close to the main building, it is also a region of low aesthetic
value. However, by previous water
level statistics, enough fill (6217.3
cubic meters) must be added to
keep the beautiful Lost Creek from
flowing down its halls during the
wet season. This fill could be obtained from the bottom of the big
iake so that the traditional laking
parties could once again be carried
on safely.
The administration recently decreed that a moonwatch Station will
be constructed on the beautiful
Rose Polytechnic Institute campus.
Serious consideration has been given
to the knolls overlooking the highway. But this location seems highly
illogical since passing female motorists would provide intermittent distractions to the scientists engaged
in celestial observations inside. The
wooded area would provide a perfect location for it and is sheltered
from all possible distractions. The
wooded area within the vicinity of
200 feet of the railroad track must
be excluded because occasional
passing trains would produce vibrations that would unbalance delicate
apparatus. Since there is a road
already constructed to the sewage
disposal unit below the big lake
it would seem that the only appropriate location for the Moonwatch Station would be directly behind this
unit. Admittedly this would entail
an additional expense of constructing the station air tight. By placing
it near the sewage disposal unit, with
(Continued on page 28)
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Computers vs.
Man's technical progress is a direct function of the tools he devises.
Since the earliest times he has been
creating and improving a seemingly
limitless number of devices to assist
his brains and muscles in performing tasks that would otherwise have
been difficult or even impossible.
Throughout the centuries th6 ability to record, process, and communicate information has been developed
and refined. Technical advances, by
and large, were limited by the progress in developing the theory and
equipment for improving man's mental effectiveness. One important
step forward in this area was the
development of the automatic digital
computer in the late 1940's. A moment's reflection shows that numerous striking achievements followed closely afterward—a manyfold increase in attainable speeds,
development of materials capable
of operating at unheard of temperatures, unbelievably complex communication systems and numerous
new methods of power production
including atomic energy devices, as
well as precision of system and
process control never before
achieved. The rate of progress in
many areas is still increasing.
One might well ask—what special
characteristic of the automatic computer in comparison with the calculating machines of earlier years
makes it capable of supporting such
scientific endeavor?
DIGITAL vs. ANALOG
Before attempting an answer to
this question, let us examine the
two most common automatic computers in use today—the digital
Page 14

computer and a somewhat earlier
development, the analog computer.
A digital processor is distinguished
by the manner in which it represents numbers with its electrical
currents and voltages; namely, by a
coded pattern of pulses somewhat
like Morse Code. In some machines
each of the decimal numerals in the
number has its own characteristic
pattern. In others, the identity of
the digit is lost within the pattern
for the complete number. In an analog computer, this pattern feature
is missing. Instead a number is
represented by a certain amount of
voltage or current. The larger the
number, the larger the voltage or
current. Hence, to determine the
value of a number in a computer,
one would inspect the pattern in a
digital computer, but one would
measure the quantity of current or
voltage in an analog computer.
Each of these devices has its relative advantages over the other for
certain tasks. The analog computer,
by virtue of its characteristic feature of operating upon currents or
voltages which vary with the size
of the number, quite naturally is
best used for problems in which the
quantities to be computed occur
originally as voltages or currents
rather than numbers. For instance,
a temperature measuring device may
increase its voltage output as the
temperature rises. Although this
quantity, temperature, may be written down in numbers for human
calculations, it is first measured as
an analog quantity and is ideally
suited to analog computation.
On the other hand, certain scien-

tific and business applications have
numerical data at the very outset
of calculation. It is important that
these numbers be handled with an
accuracy not possible in an analog
computer. A computing system based
on pattern recognition is capable of
handling numeric and alphabetic information with extreme precision
compared to the ability to measure
the magnitude of a voltage or current, especially in the event the
numbers take on either extreme of
magnitude. Each digit in a number,
and each column in an addition
problem, is treated in the identical
manner. Whatever circuitry can be
built for one column can be duplicated for as many other columns
as desired, this extending the accuracy with larger and larger numbers at only moderate additional
cost.
It is, of course, possible to convert from either analog or digital
values to the other form. Some approximation is inherent in such conversions. The total system quality
must be examined before deciding
upon an analog, a digital or a combination system which will give the
most accurate and usuable result.
All digital computers have certain common characteristics, no
matter how the machines vary in
detail. In fact, some of their most
basic properties are found in every
device which aids in doing calculations, even though these devices
have no abiilty to compute.
THE CALCULATOR
One necessary ability is the ability to "store" numbers. On paper
one can make marks to indicate
THE ROSE TECHNIC

Calculators
By

Dr. Darrell Criss
Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering

numbers. These numbers will remain
in "storage" until erased or destroyed. They can be any shape the
writer chooses as most convenient
provided he is consistent and remembers their meaning. In the common mechanical calculator, marking
is by physical displacement. The
pushing of buttons causes gears to
move. The new positions of the
gears correspond to the buttons
pushed and represent the numbers
in storage. On a slide rule, storage
occurs whenever the index or hail line is placed over a number. An
abacus stores by position of the
beads.
A second requirement is access
to the stored numbers. To be of aid,
the stored numbers must be available at the proper time to be entered into the arithmetic process.
Paper marks, gear positions, or other
methods of storage must be capable
of being "read" by a unit which can
distinguish between the possible
values.
A third requirement is the a bi/ity
to accept more numbers into storage
after access to the others. In the
simplest calculation on paper, the
answer may be written merely by
inspection of the problem. In more
involved problems, the answer is
discovered only after writing down
many intermediate numbers, like
partial sums and products. In both
cases much time may elapse before
these additional marks are made. All
the additional marks, including the
answer, must be stored until used.
If the paper becomes wet or the
pencil runs out of lead, the paperand-pencil system no longer is useJANUARY, 1961

ful for calculation. Materials capable
of being marked by light do not
meet this requirement since before
development, the marks cannot be
read, and after development no new
marks can be added.
Sufficient capacity for storage in
terms of the intended application is
a fourth requirement. A thick pad
of paper can be considered to have
nearly unlimited capacity. However,
a slide rule can store only two numbers at a time, one under the index
and one under the hairline. Storing
a third number requires that one of
the others be dropped. This restriction on storage space does not make
the slide rule worthless compared to
a machine of larger capacity, but
does limit the complexity of the
problem which can be solved efficiently.
For devices which are merely
aids to calculation, these four attributes are sufficient. The difference
between the calculator and the pad
of paper is that the machine also
does the arithmetic. An instruction
to the machine (in the form of a
pushed button) causes the answer to
appear. A calculator then possesses
a fifth attribute of being able to perform at least one arithmetic operation unassisted.
These five can be considered the
basic requirements for a calculator.
In addition, there might be erasing
or clearing ability to increase the
storage capacity; and, of course,
there must be a person or special
equipment to write and read, usually performed manually in the case of
a calculator.

THE AUTOMATIC
DIGITAL COMPUTER
The automatic digital computer
has certain additional attributes
which set it apart from the common
calculators.
First, the read-write capability is
more fully mechanized. For inserting and extracting information various high speed devices such as the
electric typewriter, line printer,
magnetic tape unit, or paper tape
photo reader and punch are used to
efficiently control the computer at
high speeds. Internally, "read-write"
circuitry for moving numbers between the storage and arithmetic
units operate accurately at extremely high speeds.
Secondly, the automatic digital
computer has the capabi/ity of operating, from an internally stored program. Thus, once it is set up, it is
capable of solving complete significant problems without further human intervention.
The instructions available for use
in the computer include not only the
usual arithmetic instructions of
add, subtract, multiply and divide,
but numerous testing facilities
which make possible the third important additional capability, that of
being able to make a decision. Thus,
the automatic digital computer (1)
can be used to solve complete problems, not merely arithmetic operations, and has the ability to "learn"
a limited number of facts according
to which elementary decisions can
be made, (2) is generally electronic, except for input-output equipment, and thus performs the intend(Continued on page 33)
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TUNNEL
The latest and probably the most
remarkable device to emerge from
the semiconductor industry is the
tunnel diode, having come of age as
a result of an intensive research
program by General Electric. It is
probably the most important device
discovered since the transistor.
The tunnel diode was first reported in 1958 by a Japanese scientist,
Dr. Leo Esaki. Dr. Esaki determined
that unusual doping of the germanium diode junction would cause
the current flow to decrease while
the applied voltage was increased.
This phenomenom is known as negative resistance. This concept was
not discovered with the tunnel diode
however. Negative resistance has
long been a well-known characteristic of tetrode vacuum tubes. It may
be visualized as the load line superimposed on a set of triode plate
voltage-current characteristic curves.
This shows that the tunnel diode
can operate as an amplifier itself.
Figure 1 (a) shows a circuit of a
tetrode vacuum tube which can be
used to demonstrate negative resistance. The screen grid voltage is fixed at 200 volts. and the plate voltage

A

is variable between 0 and 300 volts.
If the plate voltage and corresponding plate current are plotted on a
graph, we obtain a curve such as
that in figure 1 (b). The plate current increases in the normal fashion
as plate voltage is increased until
the plate voltage reaches a certain
value (Eb).
Now as the voltage is increased on
to E,., the plate current decreases.
In this portion of the tubes operating conditions, it displays the characteristic of negative resistance. This
effect is due to secondary immission
by the plate. When the plate voltage
reaches the value of the screen grid
voltage, the plate current begins to
increase with the plate voltage as
before.
Now let us discuss the tunnel
diode's operation and the quality of
negative resistance as displayed by
it.
First of all, the tunnel diode gets
its name from the phenomenom
which makes its operation possible,
namely "quantum-mechanical tunneling." Its operation is similar to
transistors, in that it depends on the
transfer of an electrical charge across
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a p-n junction. That is the region between a p-type semiconductor, which
has an excess of positive carrier
(empty electron states), and n-type,
which has an excess of electrons.
At this junction the opposing sides
(p and n-type semiconductor) take
on a charge which resists the movement of the electrons and "holes"
(empty electron states). In the case
of the transistor a carrier charge has
to be emmitted into a region where
its energy may be increased by an
outside potential. It is then collected
on an output electrode. Therefore,
the speed at which a transistor (and
vacuum tube for that matter) can
operate is limited to the time required for the charge carriers to
cross elements. The frequency at
which a device of this type can
operate is limited by this crossing
time; which, by the way, is quite
long compared to the time needed
by a signal to traverse the same
distance in a copper wire. The reason for this is that in a copper wire
each electron moves only a small
distance. It does not travel the entire length of the wire.
According to the quantum-mechanical theory, a particle may pass
the barrier in an entirely different
manner. Regardless of its energy, a
particle approaching one side of the
potential barrier has a small, but
finite chance of disappearing from
that side and simultaneously appearing on the other. In order for this
to happen, the junction must be
heavily doped with impurities to
give a high concentration of moveable charges, and extremely thin. It
THE ROSE TECHNIC

DIODES
By Jay Pollitt, soph., e.e.

is as though the particles "tunnel"
under the barrier.
With no outside voltage across the
junction the electrons on either side
reach a common energy level. They
can tunnel in either direction with
equal ease and there is no net current through the junction. If a small
voltage is applied raising the energy
of the n-type conduction electrons,
they find themselves opposite a band
of unoccupied energy states in the
p-type material. The n to p tunneling increases and a net current appears. At a greater voltage, however, the n-type electrons reach the
level of the holes in the p-material.
Now they cannot move across the
junction and the current decreases.
Eventually, if the voltage is made
high enough, the n-type electrons
spill over the potential barrier in the
normal way and the current increases again.
The decrease in net current is
caused by a small current produced
within the diode called the Esaki
current. The origin of the Esaki current can be better understood by
considering the changes in characteristics of the conventional p-n junction diode as the concentration of
free carriers in the semiconductor is
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increased to higher and higher levels.
As the density of charge carriers is
increased, reverse breakdown voltage decreases. It is conceivable that
the limiting case occurs when the
reverse breakdown voltage goes to
zero. This is not true however. The
limit is determined by the solubility
of the impurities which determine
the carrier concentrations. Experiments show that many semiconductor materials can be doped more
heavily than is needed to reduce
voltage breakdown to zero. If it is
doped more heavily the diode can
still be in reverse breakdown condition at a slight forward bias.
Now it can be seen that a signal
moves through a tunnel diode at the
speed of light. It is this principle
that makes the tunnel diode far
superior to a transistor or vacuum
tube at ultra-high-frequency operation.
One of the unanswered questions
about the operation of the tunnel
diode was that the electrons were
found to have R different momentum
after the tunneling process than before. Finally small variations in the

performance curves were found to
be related to the momentum conservation problem. These were discovered as a result of operating a
tunnel diode while immersed in a
liquid helium. Pronounced differences between the current-voltage
characteristics at this temperature
and at normal temperatures were
noticed and they appeared as small
"wiggles" on the performance curve.
These "wiggles" occured every time
an electron tunneled in the diode
and were traced down to the generation of a small, ultrasonic vibration
of the diode crystal lattics. These
vibrations are called phonons. Phonons were found to contribute the
energy required to get the electrons
over the potential barrier because it
turned out that they have exactly
the right frequency for momentum
conservation.
These vibrations are about 100
times higher than any coherant vibration produced so far. Therefore
they are an important new tool for
investigating vibrational properties
of solids. Measuring the size of the
(Continued on page 22)
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Miss Technic of January
Our Miss Technic of January is a
cute little gal by the name of Merry
Prusz. Miss Prusz is a sparkling freshman from the Indiana State Campus and
a member of the Chi Omega Sorority
pledge class for which she is the corresponding secretary. Merry's roommate, by
the way, is the October Miss Technic.
Both girls are natives of Evansville,
Indiana.

The greater part of her time is spent
studying for a major in physical education and German; however, Merry enjoys taking time off for a hit of bowling
or relaxation at the piano keyboard.
Campus activities enjoyed by Merry are
such organizations as the Dolphin Club
and the Athenaeum Club. A girl with
many and varied interests, a friendly
personality

and

charming-

smile

for

everyone, we present Miss Merry Prusz
our Miss Technic for January.

Incidentally,

e have some numbers

available for those of you who enjoy
slide rule calculations.

Height — 5 ft. - 8 inches
Weight — 59,000 grams
91.3 cm — 6.6X109 A — 5.83X10%— miles

We imagine, there are some wonderingwho the lucky guy is that does the
photography "work" for this series. Andy
13reece is the man behind the camera,
and he certainly deserves a pat on the
back for a fine job. Wonder how he gets

YOU

What would
do
as an engineer a

Development testing of liquid hydrogen-fueled rockets is carried out in specially built test stands like this at Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft's Florida Research and Development Center.
Every phase of an experimental engine test may be controlled
by engineers from a remote blockhouse (inset), with closedcircuit television providing a means for visual observation.
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Whitney Aircraft?

Regardless of your specialty, you would work in a
favorable engineering atmosphere.
Back in 1925, when Pratt & Whitney Aircraft was
designing and developing the first of its family of
history-making powerplants, an attitude was born—a
recognition that engineering excellence was the key
to success.
That attitude, that recognition of the prime importance of technical superiority is still predominant at
P&WA today.
The field, of course, is broader now, the challenge
greater. No longer are the company's requirements
confined to graduates with degrees in mechanical
and aeronautical engineering. Pratt & Whitney Aircraft today is concerned with the development of
all forms of flight propulsion systems for the aerospace medium—air breathing, rocket, nuclear and
other advanced types. Some arc entirely new in
concept. To carry out analytical, design, experimental
or materials engineering assignments, men with
degrees in mechanical, aeronautical, electrical, chemical and nuclear engineering are needed, along
with those holding degrees in physics, chemistry
and metallurgy.

At P&WA's Connecticut Aircraft Nuclear Engine Laboratory (CANEL) many technical talents are focused
on the development of nuclear propulsion systems for
future air and space vehicles. With this live mock-up
of a reactor, nuclear scientists and engineers can
determine critical mass, material reactivity coefficients,
control effectiveness and other reactor parameters.

Representative of electronic aids functioning for P&WA
engineers is this on-site data recording center which
can provide automatically recorded and computed
data simultaneously with the testing of an engine. This
equipment is capable of recording 1,200 different
values per second.

Specifically, what would you do?—your own engineering talent provides the best answer. And Pratt
& Whitney Aircraft provides the atmosphere in which
that talent can flourish.

For further information regarding an engineering
career at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, consult your college placement officer or write to Mr. R. P. Azinger,
Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft,
East Hartford 8, Connecticut.

Studies of solar energy collection and liquid and vapor
power cycles typify P&WA's research in advanced
space auxiliary power systems. Analytical and Experimental Engineers work together in such programs to
establish and test basic concepts.

PRATT Si WHIrTNEY AIRCRAFT
Division of United Aircraft Corporation

CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS — East Hartford
FLORIDA RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER — Palm Beach County, Florida
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Rose has always been blessed by an active and loyal alumni organization. Without these loyal men
of Rose contributing their time and efforts to the future interests of Rose, we could not boast of the
long standing reputation which Rose enjoys.
The interest alumni show for Rose is demonstrated by many things: many active Rose Tech Clubs
located across the country, generous alumni donations to the institute, a large alumni subscription
list to the ROSE TECHNIC, spectacular attendance at the annual Homecoming celebration, and special
donations of time, and money to school projects.
In particular, the recent face lifting given to the front hallways of R.P.I. is an example of alumni
interest in the betterment of Rose. This project could not have been accomplished by the institute in
the manner it was without the tremendous support of several alumni.
One alumnus, Mr. William A. Phillips from the class of 1949 contributed his professional talent by
drafting the specifications for the heating and ventilating installations in the new computer center. When
the job was completed, a bill marked "PAID IN FULL" was received by the school. Mr. Phillips
works as a mechanical engineer for Yeager Architects Inc., a local firm. Gestures such as this show
the spirit that many Rose Men show for their alma mater.
The general contractors for the job were Waldbieser Bros. of Terre Haute. These two brothers,
Carl and Paul, have given the institute excellent service on many jobs that the school has undertaken
in the past. Their two sons, William and Robert, graduated from Rose in 1945 and 1952 by the way.
The ROSE TECHNIC would like to thank all Rose alumni for their support of the ROSE TECHNIC. We certainly appreciate the interest shown in the TECHNIC and the future of Rose Poly.
THE TECHNIC STAFF

TUNNEL DIODES
(Continued from page 17)
"wiggles" yields information about
the strength of the electron-phonon
interactions of the crystals. The spacing of the "wiggles" yields information regarding frequencies of the
phonons. The width of the "wiggles"
discloses some of the effects of the
impurities of the spectrum of the
phonons.
Physically, a tunnel diode, is
smaller than a conventional transistor and because of its much simpler
structure, will ultimately be made
a fraction of its present size. The
barrier between the p and n sections
in a tunnel diode is less than a millionth of an inch thick. (Because
it can be used as an amplifier or
ocillator within itself, extreme miniaturization of equipment is possible.)
Some of the substances used in the
ccnstruction of tunnel diodes are:
silicon, germanium, gallium arsenide,
gallium antimonide, and indium antimonide.
The tunnel diode compares with
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transistors, vacuum tube triodes,
magetrons, klystrons, traveling wave
tube, etc. It has a very low noise
level, only masers and parametric
amplifiers can compete with it—
and of these, only the tunnel diode
can operate directly from a battery.
It has characteristics of maximum
oscillation frequency (2000 megacycles have already been reached and
engineers confidently expect frequencies exceeding 10,000 megacycles) and minimum power (as little
as one-millionth of a watt). It does
not require any external r.f. power,
magnetic bias, or supercooling. Since
it operates at the speed of light, it
is very useful as a switching device.
It is also affected very little by
its environment. The tunnel diode
is not affected by nucleur radiation
as transistors are. (Gamma rays or
high levels of fast neutron irradiation do not bother the diode in the
least.) And it can operate at near
absolute zero (temperature of liquid
helium) and as high as 650° F. Conventional silicon diodes will not
operate above 400° F. and the figure
is even smaller for many transistors.

Present diodes will handle in excess
of 20 amperes of current (at a few
tenths of a volt) and future ones
will handle more. The low voltage
output which in some cases must be
boosted is not a disadvantage. It is
really a blessing since it will not generate much heat and therefore pose
no problems for heat disapation.
The tunnel diode is especially
suited for communications for everything from broadcast band receivers
to high frequency sattelite transmitters. Figure 3 (e) shows the circuit
for an FM transmitter. Here the
diode input is about .1 milliwatt.
It is also suited for applications in
high speed digital computers. The
on-off cycles can be as short as a
fraction of a millisecond. This is 100
times faster than today's transistors.
Figure 3(b) shows how tunnel diodes may be in counting circuits. Initially either diode is nonconducting.
Closing the switch exchanges the
conduction states of both diodes.
The first tunnel diodes on the
market were priced in the vicinity
of $75. At this time one can be purchased for about $15 and up.
THE ROSE TECHNIC

STU'S EXPLAINING HOW MACHINES WILL
SOME DAY "OUTTALK" PEOPLE
"Stu" Smith graduated from Southern Cal
with a powerful yen for excitement. His kind of
excitement —Engineering.
He got what he bargained for (and a little
more) when he joined Pacific Telephone. One of
Stu's early assignments was to find out how
existing Long Distance networks could be used
to pipeline high speed "conversations" between
computers in distant cities.
The fact that he did a fine job did not go
unnoticed.
Today, four years after starting his telephone career, Senior Engineer Stuart Smith
heads a staff of people responsible for telegraph
and data transmission engineering in the huge

Los Angeles area. As a pioneer in this new data
transmission field Stu predicts data processing
machines will some day do more Long Distance
"talking" than people.
Stu contacted 12 other companies before joining Pacific Telephone. "I don't think there's any
limit to where a man can go in the telephone
business today. Of course, this isn't the place for
a guy looking for a soft touch. A man gets all the
opportunity he can handle right from the start.
He's limited only by how well and how fast he
can cut it."
If Stu's talking about the kind of opportunity
you're looking for, just visit your Placement Office
for literature and additional information.

"Our number one aim is to have in all
management jobs the most vital, intelligent, positive and imaginative men we
can possibly find."
FREDERICK R. KAPPEL, President
American Telephone & Telegraph Co.
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OPERATION CRYOGENICS
A series of tests on a new nine
per cent nickel steel has recently
been completed by the International
Nickel Company, U. S. Steel, and
Chicago Bridge and Iron Company
to determine the ability of this material in containing liquified gasses
at extremely low temperatures. In
addition to scoring well on these
tests, the new steel is expected to
save as much as fifteen percent on
costs.
"Cryogencies," arising from the
Greek "kryos" and "genus", literally translated means cold and producing, includes any process occurring at a very low temperature.
Since low temperature implies any-
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thing from freezing to absolute zero,
"cryogenics" has been applied to
food-freezing, liquefying of gases,
and processes near absolute zero
(459.6° F.). In this instance, the
term signifies temperatures at which
ordinary carbon steels are useless,
specifically, temperatures in the
vicinity of -320° F.
During a series of tests in 1944,
it became obvious that successively
greater percentages of nickel in the
steel lowered the temperature range
of ductility. Since 1952 several
hundred tanks of nine per cent
nickel steel have been used, but all
have been small and could easily be
given furnace stress-relief after
welding. When the need developed

for larger units, these could not be
given stress-relief without difficulty.
Then a new nine per cent nickel
steel was developed by quenching
and tempering the product at the
mill; it was found suitable for use
at -320° F., while requiring no heat
treatment after fabrication. Tests,
consisting in two parts, have recently been performed on the new
material. The first part tested the
impact resistance of a rectangular
vessel of the type suggested for shipboard transport of liquid methane;
the second tested the pressure
strength of a cylindrical tank of a
type used for land storage of liquefied gases. For each test, the tank
contained liquid nitrogen at -320°F.
Repeated crashings of a 4340 pound
steel ball ruptured the tank only
after the kinetic energy of impact
exceeded 82,000 foot-pounds, much
greater than anything that would be
encountered in actual use. Pressures exceeding six times the design
stress were reached before the
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By Ken Miller, soph., e.e.

second tank exploded.
What application can this new
nine per cent nickel steel have, you
ask? First, billions of cubic feet
of methane, which are wasted each
year in the petroleum industry,
could be liquefied at -259° F. in low
pressure containers and shipped to
areas lacking in natural gas, coal,
or fuel oil. Secondly, there is a
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large market today for liquid oxygen in the steel industry, the chemical industry, and missile testing and
A convenient
launching field.
method of storing and transportation is needed as provided by the
nickel steel. Other liquefied gases
with expanding markets could benefit; these include ethylene (-155°F.),
argon (-303°F.), and nitrogen (-320°

F.). Cryogenics has unlimited possibilities in the electrical industry
with the development of superconductivity and argon welding lamp
bulbs. Also, it is being contemplated
as a method of storing human blood
and freezing perishables.
By far the greatest testimonial for
the new steel in low temperature
storage is its economy based upon
two considerations:
1. Lower material costs.
2. High allowable design stresses
permitted because of nine per cent
nickel steel's greater strength.
"Nine nickel's" increased durability means thinner wall sections
and weight reduction. All indications are that lower fabricating and
welding costs also are possible with
nine per cent nickel steel. Heat
treatment by quenching and tempering is less costly than the older
double normalizing tempering. Further savings could be achieved by
eliminating the need for stress relief
after fabrication.
Insulated Fiberglass Bucket
How would you like to work on
a live high power transmission line
with your bare hands? You shudder,
but it's being done by linemen of
the Atomic Electric Power System,
and in perfect safety. We must in
all fairness give credit for this one
to the birds. Our feathered friends
can alight on high voltage lines and
suffer no consequences, even though
charged at the line voltage; since
there is no difference in potential
between the bird and the line, there
(Continued on page 35)
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THETA XI
Brother Larry Cunningham has at
last succumbed to the wiles of
womankind. He has given his
Badge of Honor to Miss Dana Lou
Anderson.
On December 17, the annual Theta
Xi Christmas Party was held. After
dinner at Throckmartin's, everyone
made the scene at the house where
the unusual decorations, featuring
a ceiling covered with mistletoe, assured everyone of a good time.
All the Theta Xi Guys are looking forward to the upcoming semester vacation. The brothers have all
been requested to keep diaries of
their vacations. The printable portions will be sold to Confidential,
Playboy, etc., while the rest will
be sent to Dr. Kinsey.
Rumor has it (not to mention a
couple of the other so-called social
diseases) that Larry Pitt may soon
be rid of the cast which he won so
valiantly playing IF football.
Along the line of IF sports, the
TX Tigers are eagerly awaiting the
start of IF basketball. While final
decisions about the squad have not
yet been made, it is certain that on
the starting team there will be five
men. While getting in shape for the
season Bob McCardle and Larry
Cunningham gave up smoking. Oddly enough, it was the seventeenth
Page 26

time for both. Thanks to their tremendous willpower, they are now
able to give up smoking for the
eighteenth time.
The time has come to interject a
more-or-less cultural note in this
article. Everyone has come to recognize the success of the Kingston
Trio as popular folk singers. Now,
Brother McCardle, in his constant
search for new sounds, has found
two groups equally as good, Bud
Travis and The Limelighters. Those
of you who are materially minded
may think this is just another sordid
attempt to get payola. You're right,
you fox. All kidding aside, listen
to them once and see what you
think.
In an attempt to fill out the minimum requirement for these articles,
one is tempted to use newspaper
filler such as "The armadillo is
edible" or even to quote scenes from
SEX LIFE OF A COP like the one
on page 93 where—well, you know.
However the whole idea is repugnant to me so I'll sign off with the
philosophy of that late great man,
Erroll Flynn—Have fun.
Don Niedringhaus.
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Did you ever see a completely
"pooped out" fraternity? Take a
look at any Lambda Chi, even Bob

Amos, and you will see one tired
guy. Even though finals come just
once a semester, we think the school
should hire a new dietitian. This
dust diet that we've been getting
doesn't agree with the system.
Flash
Steve Skersick just
pledged! He was rushed by Miss
Judy Ash, a junior at State. At
present their marriage plans are
tentative but knowing Steve the
ceremony will be pretty soon. Flip
Fenoglio is also amongst the members of the promised clan. He placed
the diamond on the finger of Miss
Becky Williams of Indianapolis.
Long range plans put the date somewhere in September.
and when it does it brings
good beer." Christmas and New
Year's are well on their way into
the past but it seems as if some of
the brothers are carrying remnants
of December 31. Of course no
names can be mentioned when attacking such a delicate topic. But
one thing can be said: a vote was
taken and it was unanimous for
never again."
Sigma Kappa sorority from State
honored us with a sharp trade party
January 6. We all enjoyed it very
niuch. But even if a brother wasn't
there he could tell that the mixer
was OK. Dan Little fell in love, for
the third time.
.
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Alo,tes
won the practice tourney. Neil Irwin
is our "fair-haired boy" on the varsity basketball squad. The most
eagerly awaited game of the season
is our annual volley ball game with
St. Mary's. Soon to be heard echoing through the chambers of our
castle will be the familiar cry of "To
the Woods!"
Beta Upsilon was honored to have
SIGMA NU
By the time this is published, as guests of our monthly chapter
three more of our brothers will have dinner Prof. and Mrs. Duane Elbert.
Bob Carter.
taken the plunge and gotten married. This must be the vogue, for
everybody's doing it. December 31 ALPHA TAU OMEGA
We've now reached the half-way
is the date for Dan Kingery and
Beverly Kellogg, February 4 for mark and there remains only 18
Dick Landenberger and Anita Feh- weeks of school left for the select
renbacher, and February 5 for alum- few of us who will be graduating
nus Dave Herrington and Shirley this June. Looking back through
Livesay. Congratulations and best the past semester we find that one
of the most remembered events was
wishes to you all.
On the social scene, we were host the weekend of December 17. It
to the Delta Gammas for a house was during this weekend that we
party on December 11. With the entertained the pledge class from
house completely decorated in ob- Delta Rho Chapter of DePauw Uniservance of the Christmas spirit versity. Around 20 pledges arrived
(with a goodly supply of mistletoe) at the fraternity house Friday aftera good time was had by all. A date noon and were treated with some of
party is planned for January 7, and Mom's fried chicken at the buffet
we'll have a mixer with the Chi supper that evening. Afterwards
everyone went out to the Rose fieldOmegas on January 13.
Sigma Nu is well on its way house to watch the Engineers
toward the basketball trophy after squeeze by Illinois College in a conhaving defeated Lambda Chi Alpha ference basketball game. The proin our first official game, and having gram for Saturday included basketZeta Tau Alpha and Lambda Chi
Alpha kept each other warm during
these cold, cold winter evenings.
Never thought that a mixer on a
cold, blustery night could be so much
fun. Ah well, live and learn I always say.
Dennis Karwatka.
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ball games and volley ball contests
held in the Rose fieldhouse. At
6:00 Saturday evening a formal dinner was held at the house and was
followed by a real successful party
from eight till midnight. Sunday
morning the ATO chapter and their
guests from DePauw attended the
church services at the Centenary
Methodist Church after which the
pledges returned to the DePauw
campus.
We want to thank the pledges for
spending the weekend with us and
we want to congratulate the ATO
chapter at DePauw for the fine
pledge class they have.
The Christmas Party with the
Alpha Omricon Pi Sorority was held
December 14, and presents were
given to the children from the Glenn
Home. On the night of December
15 the Gamma Phi Beta Sorority
joined Alpha Tau Omega and visited
the hospitals and homes for the aged,
singing Christmas carols.
Congratulatons to Brother Tom
Keiling who presented his pin to
Miss Kitty Kennedy of St. Mary's
last December. However, this relationship lasted approximately two
weeks upon which time Tom reacquired his pin.
Scott Herrin.
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BLUEPRINT FOR EXPANSION
(Continued from page 13)
its pecuilar characteristics, the station would be protected from idle
bystanders.
As we evidenced at the beginning
of this fall term the need for more
living quarters is becoming more
demanding. Since the new dormitory will have to accommodate approximately 100 students it will be
very difficult to disguise a building of this magnitude. One possibility is building the dorm submerged
in the big lake. This most assuredly resolves the problem of clashing
with existing forms of architecture
since the only visible portion of the
structure would be its snorkel. There
are many advantages to be derived
from locating the dorm here.
The entrance being under water,
commuting would create a diversion
in the humdrum life of a resident
student. Besides gaining a degree
in engineering the student would
become proficient in aquatics. A
swimming merit badge would be a
prerequisite for residence. Another
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advantage would be increased
library time since students wouldn't
be as anxious to return to the dorm
and sleep between classes. The
residents would also have the benefit
of his room serving as an underwater observatory.
Of course there will be some disadvantages with a location of this
type. One such is the ice problem
during the winter months. This
would necessitate the purchase of
a small Coast Guard ice-breaker.
Inevitable extinction of the carnivarious fish in the lake is foreseen.
Lakings would be ineffective since
freshmen would have to swim to
their rooms anyway.
Another possible location consideration for a new dormitory is the
slope behind Deming Hall. This
steep slope would be ideal for a
pueblo type construction. This type
of structure also lends itself easily
to further expansion. This dorm
would be ideally located with respect
to the cafeteria and the newly proposed classroom building. Since it
is no longer required for freshmen
to attend football games, they
could watch them from their rooms
with all the comforts of home. Also
this pueblo type construction would
be considerably cheaper than conventional type constructions, since
the only type of building material
needed is mud, which may be found
in abundance at the bottom of the
big lake, as many freshmen will attest.
While technical competence is important to every engineer and
scientist, he must also be a wellrounded individual. Toward this
end, larger recreational facilities,
offering a wider range of experiences, will be essential. With this
in mind, a program could be set up
whereby each freshman class would
have the privilege of contributing to
these facilities. This program will
be undertaken on the old bonfire
site. There it will be the responsibility of each new freshman class
to add a room to the recreational
center; materials involved will be
merely railroad ties, since these are
easily acquired. One serious disadvantage will be the necessity of

establishing a fire guard during each
homecoming in the event that an old
grad might mistake this structure
for a former tradition. The primary
advantage is that each freshman
will derive some benefit from the
recreational center before his spare
time is snuffed out.
The establishment of fraternity
housing on campus has long been
the goal of past and present administrations. Therefore, much thought
has been given along this line and
many problems have subsequently
arisen. It has been proposed that
the fraternity houses be located
around the lakes, but this would
be in conflict with campus beautification. Quickly scanning the remainder of the campus there seems
to be no suitable place for fraternity
houses, unless, bunker type quarters
are built in the knolls overlooking
the Old National Road. It is doubtful that this type of construction
would encourage new members. In
an effort to get the Greek men
nearer campus it would seem that
the only fitting residence would be
the Ritz Plaza Motel. The Institute
would most likely be in favor of
subsidizing the fraternities in this
venture in order to foster school
unity.
Having given due consideration to
many potential locations and having
found all lacking in some respect it
seems one good solution would be
to bury the whole mess. There are
several strong arguments in favor
of this idea. First of all, underground construction costs are known
to be considerably less than costs
for a similar surface structure. A
second valuable point is the function of these underground structures
as bomb shelters for residents of
nearby Seelyville. Since the Institute is a private organization and
ineligible for direct government aid,
the Rose Roly administration could
place the campus in the Soil Bank
and thereby obtain government aid.
The Fall, 1960 Tau Beta Pi pledge
class hopes that the foregoing discussion will be of some aid in the
solution of locating future structures. If it is not; that's life.
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By Carson Bennett and Winifred Kitaoka

The men and women whose lives
are worth remembering stretch over
the whole of history, like a great
lighted procession, and we could
never make their acquaintance if it
were not for biographies.
Marchette Chute.
There are many ways of enjoying ourselves, and one of the
pleasantest is to meet interesting
people. The world is full of remarkable men and women, but most of
them we shall never meet. There
is, however, one easy way we get to
know them all, and that is in the
biographies that are written about
them.
We have chosen to write about a
few of the biographies we have recently added to our collection which
may interest you.
Dr. Schweitzer of Lambarene.
by Norman Cousins
Norman Cousins conveys some
idea of the burden Dr. Schweitzer
has taken upon himself — and why
he chose to take it.
This book portrays the people
around Dr. Schweitzer, the young
doctors and nurses at his hospital—
why they came to Lambarene, the
difficulties they face daily in their
work, and how they respond to the
person of Schweitzer.
Jay Gould, His Business Career;
1867-1892.
by Julius Grodinsky
Few men in the history of American business have had more spectacular careers than Jay Gould. He
was denounced as a "pirate" by his
enemies, and praised as a "public
benefactor" by his friends. Whichever estimate is closer to the truth,
the fact remains that his accomplishments and his failures left an inJANUARY, 1961

delible mark on American economic
life.
Julius Grodinsky presents an absorbing panorama of the railroad
industry during an age of individual
enterprise, in analyzing Jay Gould's
rise to business eminence.
The Lincoln Nobody Knows, a Portrait in Contrasts of the Greatest
American.
by Richard N. Current
Abraham Lincoln — man and
myth, sixteenth president and national folk hero is one of the most
provocative and controversial figures in American history. With all
the great and continuing interest of
Americans for Lincoln, he remains
one of our least understood presidents. This is partly so because although he was among the most
eloquent figures in our history, he
had so little to say about himself.
The Lincoln Nobody Knows is
packed with fascinating details
penerating the obscure and misunderstood facets of Lincoln's career and private life.
Isambard Kingdom Brunel.
by L. T. C. Rolt
In 1910 The Engineer said of
Brunel, "in all that constitutes an
engineer in the highest, fullest, and
best sense, Brunel had no contemporary nor predecessor."
Isambard Kingdom Brunel was
the greatest engineer of the 19th
century. However, he was more
than a great engineer, he was an
artist and a visionary, a great man
with a strangely magnetic personality which uniquely distinguished
him even in that age of powerful
individualism in which he moved.
This is a pioneering story that
abounds in dramatic and sometimes
tragic incidents.

John Locke, a Biography
by Maurice Cranston
This is the first fully documented
biography of Locke ever to appear,
and it gains added importance by
the inclusion of materials from a
large collection of personal papers.
Eight years of research among these
and other manuscripts have enabled
Mr. Cranston to write a life of one
of England's greatest philosophers
which not only presents a fascinating
picture of his childhood and youth.
about which little was previously
known, but which corrects in detail and enlarges the traditional
views concerning him.
In the words of one reader "there
emerges from these pages a complete picture of John Locke, his
friends, persons who in one way or
another came in contact with him
and the age in which he lived and
worked."
She Rode with the Generals.
by Sylvia G. L. Dannett
"The true and incredible story of
Sarrah Emma Seelye alias Franklin
Thompson."
This is the story of a rather pretty
farm girl, a native of the province
of New Brunswick who masqueraded as a male book salesman, and
joined the Union Army under the
alias of Franklin Thompson.
"He" served as a nurse and spy
and general's aide, but in 1863, sick
of malaria and on the verge of being
unmasked "he" deserted and resumed female attire. She became a
housewife and mother.
In 1897 Sarah Edmonds Seelye
was mustered into the George B.
McClellan Post No. 9 and thus became the only woman member of
(Continued on page 35)
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STEEL
"Steelmaking involves the deliberate addition of various chemical
elements to the molten metal to effect several desirable ends. Those
ends may include deoxidation of the
molten metal to the desired degree,
control of grain size, improvement
of the mechanical and physical properties and corrosion resistance of the
steel, increase of the response of
the steel to subsequent heat treatment, or attainment of other specific
effects." With this basic definition
in mind, let us look at the general
principles used in making steel.
Steel is composed primarily of
pig iron with parts of carbon, manganese, sulfur, phosphorus, and impurities such as silicon. All of these
impurities must be partially removed or completely removed. The
basic raw materials consist of iron
ore, limestone, and coke. There
are two types of furnaces used in
the steelmaking processes, the acid
lined furnace and the basic lined
furnace. Carbon, manganese, and
silicon are removed easily in both
types of furnaces; however phosphorous and sulphur are removed
only by the basic furnace. Lime is
added to form a slag, of which
phosporous and sulfur are a part.
Oxidation of impurities is the principle used to refine pig iron to
molten steel. During the refinement controlled amounts of oxygen
are furnished to the metal to be
melted. The impurities combine
with the oxygen and form oxides
which escape the mass as a gas or
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a slag. Sulfur is an exception as it
won't form an oxide easily.
Very early steel was case-hardened wrought iron. Case-hardened
wrought iron belonged to a group
of substances which were hardened
by making the carbon content high.
This was done by heating the iron
and dipping it in a cold liquid. This
process was called "watering" and
was characteristic of somascus
steels. Wooty steel from India was
made by heating a pure ore and a
carbon material in a closed crucible.
After enough carbon had combined
with the ore the crucible was allowed to cool, and a small button of
steel high in carbon content was
the result. Two methods were used
to reduce the carbon content of the
"button." One was to heat the "button" covered with iron-oxide over
and over. The second way was to
heat the button in a charcoal fire
with a heat just below the melting
point of the "button." The carbon
content was lowered, and the steel
became tempered.
The cementation process uses the
principle that a low-carbon iron
heated until red hot with carbon
present will absorb the carbon. A
muffle, and airtight furnace, which
has alternate layers of iron and
carbon material stacked within its
sides, is used. With the materials
inside, the furnace is lit, and it generates a heat from 1470° F to 2010°F.
The materials are heated for three or
four days, and a constant temperature is held for seven to twelve days.

This period varies with the size of
the carbon bars and the yield desired. The furnace cools for a short
period and the bars are removed.
These are known as cement ste 1.
The crucible process is an extension of the cementation process.
Cement steel with a desired temper
is used. The steel is in small ieces
when it is placed in the crucible.
Scrap is also added. The lid is
placed on the crucible tightly, and
then the equipment is lowered into
a coke fire. The crucible is heated
until the contents fuse, and the crucible is then allowed to cool. The
slag which forms on the to of the
metal is removed, and the molten
metal is poured into a mold, which
forms an ingot when the steel cools.
This method produces s eel that
isn't the same throughout, but it is
far superior to the cement steel.
The process takes between two and
one-half and four hours to go to
completion. Let us discu s the modern steelmaking methods
"Air, oxygen, or a combination
of the two are pushed through or
over molten pig iron with other
oxidizing gases to make steel." This
is a definition of the pneumatic processes. The most common pneumatic process is the acid Bessemer
process, which was developed by
William Kelly, an American, and
by Henry Bessemer, an Englishman,
in 1855. All of the neumatic processes are oxidizing in nature. The
basic Bessemer can produce thirty
tons of steel in fifteen to twenty
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MAKING
By Jack Spitler

minutes. This is the fastest method
known. The equipment isn't complicated, but the oxygen input is
hard to control and the decarbonizing is also hard to control. As mentioned before, there are two types of
furnaces used in the Bessemer process, the acid lined furnace and the
basic lined furnace. Air or very
pure oxygen is blown over or
through the molten pig iron. Air
isn't used extensively because it
contains nitrogen, a liability to the
process because it removes heat
from the furnace. There are three
ways to supply the oxidizing agents,
through the top, through the side,
and through the bottom. Let us
discuss these in more detail.
The acid bottom-blown Bessemer
was the first pneumatic process used.
It is the simplest and most rapid
method known. To get a good yield
high quality ore and coke are required. The produced steel has the
highest nitrogen content of any
steel known. The process depends
upon the direct contacy of the metal
and air for the oxidation of unwanted impurities such as carbon,
maganese, and silicon. Sulfur and
phosphorous are not removed by
oxidation; therefore the ore and
scrap used must be low in sulfur
content and in phosphorous content.
The "blow", the period of the air
blast, differs in length pertaining to
the type of yield desired. The temperature control is very important,
especially in the final stages. The
acid Bessemer process has been very
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popular in the past. It is still used,
but not to a great extent. How does
the Bessemer method work? A high
quality charge of pig iron is used to
fill a twenty-five to thirty ton converter or vessel. The average plant
consists of three levels. The first
or lowest level has tracks under the
vessels used for the moving of slag
pots and tracks in front for the moving of ladles. There are three convertors on the second level; two are
in operation, and the third is a spare.
An iron transfer ladle car used to
carry molten metal to the converter
from the mixer is stationed on the
second level also. The third level
is located over the vessels so that
ladle cars can charge the converters
through their tops. The air blast
is generated by a turboblower in
the blowing room located a short
distance from the converters. The
air is carried by large pipes to the
vessels. The blast is controlled by
valves located at the joint just before the converter. The air pressure is between twenty and twentyfive pounds per square inch. The
air blast enters the wind boss and is
forced through twenty-eight tuyeres
in the converter bottom. The tuyeres
are cylindrical and range from
twenty-six to thirty-six inches in
length. They are made of fire clay
and are arranged in circles. The
vessel is lined with sandstone and a
micacious schist. Special attention
is given to the bottom because it
receives the most wear. For this
reason the bottoms are constructed

so that they may be easily replaced.
The operation of the vessel is carried out in this manner. The converter is tilted to a horzontal position and charged with scrap, scale,
or ore. Molten pig iron is added
by the transfer cable. The air blast
starts and the converter tilts to a
verticle position. The blow is in
three parts, the silicon blow for four
minutes, the carbon blow, and the
end blow. The color of the flame
at the mouth of the converter
changes, which is the signal for the
different blows. The vessel is tilted
to a horizontal position again, and
the air blast stops. At this time
molten iron is added if "killed Bessemer steel" is desired. "Killed"
means deoxidized. A ladle is positioned under the converter, and the
molten metal is poured slowly. This
is done so that the slag will remain
in the vessel. As the metal is poured,
deoxidizers and recarbonizers are
added. The slag is dumped into the
slag pots and removed. The molten
steel is poured by the ladle into the
ingot molds.
The side-blown acid process is
known as a surface-blown or Tropenas conversion. This method produces much hotter (3200° F.) steel
than the bottom-blown converter.
The side-blown vessels use four to
ten pounds of pressure per square
inch for the air blast, have a onehalf to two-ton capacity, and employ
the same procedure as the bottomblown process to make steel.
The second type of vessel used in
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the pneumatic processes is the basic
Bessemer. The basic Bessemer
process is also known as the Thomas
process because it was founded by
S. G. Thomas of Wales. The basic
Bessemer utilizes the bottom-blown
air blast. As expected, the vessel
is lined with a basic material. Lime
or limestone is used to form a slag,
which contains phosphorous and sulfur from the blast furnace ore. Coke
and ore of a lower grade may be
used as this process can remove the
unwanted elements phosphorous and
sulfur. The equipment used in this
process is very similar to that used
in the acid Bessemer. There are
usually six twenty-five ton converters in a plant. The air pressure for
the blast is about thirty-five pounds
per square inch. The vessels may
have a capacity of sixty tons. The
tuyere is not used, but two hundred
one-half inch holes are in the bottom to let the air blast enter. The
ore has some sulfur removed between the mixer and the converter
because of an addition of soda ash.
The resulting slag is removed before entering the converter. As in
the acid process the vessel is charged
in a horizontal position. Burnt lime
is added and the vessel is tilted more
to receive the molten iron. The air
blast starts and the available scrap
to be used is added. The blowing
is terminated by visual inspection of
the flame. The slag is poured off,
and ferromanganese in lump form is
added. Steel is poured into an ingot
mold. The operation takes about
twenty minutes to complete.
Another pneumatic process is the
oxygen basic process. In this process
the oxygen is blown on the mass
vertically or at an angle to it. The
oxygen may be blown across the
surface, but this isn't practiced very
often. The conventional mixers are
used to prepare the molten iron. The
furnace uses high quality oxygen,
has the simplest design, and uses no
tuyeres. The bottom may have a
detachable bottom, and the top is
covered by a load to catch dust. The
vessel is tilted and charged with
scrap and hot metal. The vessel is
set vertically, and the oxygen lance
or pipe is lowered until it is between
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twenty-five and forty inches above
the mass! The blast is started, and
the lime is added to form a slag. As
the process progresses, more scrap
and lime are added to keep the
temperature uniform and to make
the slag have the content desired.
When the flame disappears, the
oxygen supply is cut, and the lance
is withdrawn. The slag is removed,
and the molten steel is poured into
the ingot molds. The process takes
about twenty minutes to run to completion.
This brings us to the open-hearth
processes. The open-hearth is a very
flexible piece of equipment since it
can produce steel which is extremely
soft or extremely hard. The first
open-hearth furnaces had silica sand
bottoms, which were used for remelting. The furnaces have capacities from five to six hundred and
ten tons. There are two types of
furnaces, the tilting furnace and the
stationary furnace. Either of these
may be acid lined or basic lined.
Siemasis pig and ore process is
the basis of the open-hearth process.
This method uses a large rectangular
hearth that is covered. The charge,
pig iron or pig iron and scrap, is
placed on the hearth, and burning
fuels pass over the charge to melt it.
More air than needed is sent
through "checkers," brick checker
work, alternating from one end to
the other. The gases which pass
through the checker-work for the
first time heat them; therefore all
others to follow are pre-heated and
a higher temperature is reached. The
direction of the gases is charged
every twenty minutes. Carbon, silicon, and manganese are oxidized,
and the product is molten steel free
of slag.
The basic open-hearth is greater
in extent and complexity than the
acid open-hearth. Both methods differ greatly. The basic is the most
popular steelmaking method. When
a basic lining is replaced or the
furnace is first used, a charge of
limestone, scrap, and cold pig iron
is used to break in the furnace.
There are five charges that may be
used in an open-hearth furnace. All

liquid pig iron is used when an excess of molten iron from a blast
furnace is at hand; liquid pig iron
and liquid steel are used in the
duplex process (discussed later);
solid steel (scrap), liquid pig iron,
and some cold pig iron are used
when molten pig iron is hard to get;
and last all solid steel is used when
no pig iron is available. The solid
charges are added first and heated.
Molten pig iron and limestone are
added second. The scrap must be
heated down rapidly to get rid of
oxides and to have a temperature
the same as the molten pig iron. The
fuel input has to be controlled carefully so that the temperature will
remain constant throughout the process. Manganese and silicon are oxidized and become a part of the slag.
Carbon forms carbon monoxide.
Phosphorous combines with the lime
or the limestone and enters the slag.
The sulfur also reacts with lime or
limestone and enters the slag. The
formed slag flows out of the furnace
through a notch or hole. This is
known as the run off period and
may last an hour. The temperature
at the end of the melt down is near
3000° F. The tapping hole is opened,
after the run off period has finished,
and the furnace is emptied of its
molten steel. The yield is tested and
made into ingots.
This brings us to the acid openhearth process. The acid openhearth is charged with cold pig iron
or cold pig iron and scrap. No ore
can be added because it will react
with the acid lining, thus destroying
the furnace. Coke is not used in this
process because it has a high carbon
content. The charge is chosen very
carefully to curb phosphorous and
sulfur impurities. As soon as the
furnace is charged, the fuel is lit
and the melt down begins. The
charge is melted as quickly as possible, which takes four to five hours.
Sometimes a very thick slag is
formed, and ore or lime is added in
small amounts to make the slag
thinner. After the melting period
the slag becomes very oxidizing in
nature and it eliminates silicon and
(Continued on page 34)
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OBSERVATIONS OF SUCCESS

COMPUTERS

(Continued from page 11)
conditions. For example, it is his
duty to stay abreast of the market
and recommend to other departments when prices and, or availability of regularly required materials
are significantly good . . . or critical.
The Director of Purchases also
must be prepared to evaluate sales
information and determine if products or services offered would prove
advantageous to the company and,
again, relay observations to the
proper offices.
The Director of Purchases also
must be prepared to represent his
company in plant visitations and
committee work that concerns the
gas industry. Other public relations duties project him into civic
and charitable activities.
Every action the Director of Purchases makes on behalf of his company should be predicated on the
knowledge that his is a service department. Well aware of this, much
of the purchasing department's time
is spent investigating projects contemplated by all divisions of the
company. These searches often
produce a more economical method
of completing the projects.
In addition to his own company
and those of the salesmen from
which purchases are made, the Director of Purchases must also be
aware of other firms which are large
users of the safe basic commodities
such as copper, steel and plastic.
He must be able to recognize trends
and their ensuing ramifications, and
through cost analysis determine
whether or not prices to be paid are
fair.
Theoretically the Director of Purchases must always be right. He
must be able to buy the right items
in the right volume at the right
time from the right sources at the
right price and have them delivered
at the right time!
To be able to do this, the purchasing expert must not only be a jack
ot such trades as engineering, economics, public relations and business administration—but he must
be their master, too.

(Continued from page 15)
ed operations at extremely high
speeds, (3) has various rapid and
versatile input-output devices, and
(4) uses internally stored programs.
Speed and general usefulness
make a computer equivalent to
thousands of calculators and their
operators. The accuracy with which
the result may be obtained is
limited only by the ingenuity of the
computer designer in providing
larger and larger groupings of circuits to handle the extended number of digits. Thus we see that our
question is answered simply. The
modern day high speed computers
can solve problems that would require years of effort with desk
calculators and do so with far
greater accuracy and reliability now
that the human, prone to mistakes
as he is, has been eliminated from
the computational sequence. It is
true that the human mind, with
all its imagination and creative
ability, is required to initially instruct the machine as to the proper
sequence of operations; but without
the computer most of the new and
important ideas and applications
would never have come to fruition
for lack of time and patience. The
rapidity with which the most
lengthy and complex problems may
be solved has accelerated our technical progress in nearly any field
one wishes to name. Analysis and
design no longer has the aspects
of a dreary and time consuming
computational task, but takes the
form of imaginative ideas and concepts exploited in minimum time
and with an accuracy which engenders confidence in the solutions
obtained. Business applications have
revolutionized the practices of accounting, billing, inventory control,
and many other areas. Process and
production control is becoming a
rapid, centralized system capable of
both quantities and qualities never
before possible.
Yes, the computer is more than
a glorified calculator, and it is in
the process of giving us a new way
of life.
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STEELMAKING
(Continued from page 32)
manganese. The main objective now
is to lower the carbon content
rapidly. Small amounts of ore are
added and react readily with the
carbon. Temperature plays an important part and must be controlled
very carefully. When the desired
yield is reached, the slag is removed,
and the molten steel is poured. As
the ingots are made, the temperature
is still being watched carefully.
Electrical steelmaking isn't very
practical because of the enormous
amounts of electricity consumed,
but this process is far from extinct.
Current can be generated into heat
by two methods, by a resistance and
by an electric arc. The resistance
can be indirect by radiation and
conduction or be direct by passing
the current through the charge itself; also two ways may be applied
to the arc, indirectly by having the
electrodes above the charge and directly by having the arc between the
electrodes and the metal. The directarc furnace uses a three-phase

power system, three electrodes and
is the most popular electric steelmaking method. The indirect-arc
furnace didn't become popular because it was hard to operate and
used large quantities of electricity.
The induction furnace produces
high grade alloys. Almost all specialized steels are made by an electricarc furnace. To cover the electricarc furnace processes we shall discuss the three basic methods used,
the basic electric-arc method, the
acid electric-arc method, and the
induction method.
The basic electric-arc furnace requires special attention to the
materials used for charging the converter. Bins are constructed for the
sorting of the scrap used in the process according to its quality. When
the furnace is charged, the electrodes
are either taken out or withdrawn
as far as possible. Any large scrap is
located directly under the electrodes
to insure complete melting. Materials that don't oxidize readily are
added to the charge so that the desired ingredients from the special

steel scrap are not oxidized. Ore is
added to lower the carbon content.
The furnace doors are closed, and
the electrodes are lowered until they
are about an inch from the scrap.
The current is turned on, but not to
the full extent because time must
be allowed for the electrodes to sink
into the scrap. As the charge melts,
phosphorous, silicon, manganese, and
carbon are oxidized. A slag is formed
and may be reduced if a double slag
is wanted. The process is stopped,
and the first slag is removed. A
carbidic slag is formed about thirty
minutes after the first slag is removed. The steel isn't held under
the slag for any period of time.
The slag will affect the yield. Last
carbon content is checked and any
adjustments are made. The furnace
is tapped, and the molten steel is
transferred to the ingot molds by
ladle to set. The electrodes are made
of carbon or graphite and range
from six to twenty-four inches in
diameter. In the process a voltage
from 22,000 volts to 35,000 volts is
required.

SUB ROSA
(Continued from page 12)
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"Well, you're an engineer, and
you've specialized in water systems. But do you know of anybody, or even a committee, that has
tried to clean up the Tiber? All of
the waste of Rome just dumps into
poor Father Tiber and he isn't even
decent to swim in."
"But that's local politics."
"You're local, aren't you? And
what about all the filth that spreads
over Rome from the kilns, or all the
trash in the street that nobody wants
to pick up?"
"Quit griping and finish your
bridge," said Auditus, throwing on
a toga.
"Don't let them outlaw elephants,
they're here to stay."
"You're impossible! It's flaming
arrows, not elephants. Good night!"
Ignatius grinned and leaned over
his drawing. Yes, he thought, this
should improve things in some small
way.
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R& D
(Continued from page 25)
is no current flow between the two.
Exactly the same principle is employed by the linemen. Whereas
they formerly hung from safety belts
on a pole and worked while grounded and insulated from the "hot"
wire, the linemen now work in live
contact with the wire but insulated
from the ground. A fibreglass
bucket on a truck-mounted insulated
aerial boom is used to raise the linemen to wire level. A metal mesh
encircling the bucket is clamped
to the electric line, thus energizing
the mesh and contents at line voltage.
The new method has been thoroughly tested at 380,000 volts in the
laboratory and 138,000 volts in the
field on a steel transmission line.
Three major benefits of the system are the following:
1. Reduced maintenance costs resulting from savings in both time
and manpower. Foi instance, changing an insulator on a 34,500 volt
wood pole line formerly required
five manhours, now only one-half

LIBRARY NOTES
(Continued from page 29)

manhour.
2. Simplified working conditions,
allowing linemen to work without
extravagant tools and equipment.
3. Greater safety than when
working conventionally with a live
wire while grounded.
Silicon Carbide Transistor
The first transistor capable of
functioning above 650° F has been
developed by Westinghouse Electric
Corporation. Made from silicon
carbide, a hard crystalline material
used for grinding wheels, the silicon
carbide transistor has a power gain
of 60 at room temperature and has
gains greater than unity up to 670F. It is expected to operate at greater than 925° F eventually, such great
stability making it well suited to
use in supersonic aircraft and space
vehicles. Contrast this with the
present germanium and silicon
transistors which can operate only
at temperatures below 200° F and
400' F respectively.
There are two basic transistor
types, unipolar and bipolar. While
the bipolar transistor regulates the
proud assortment of characters,
presenting a synthesis of the social,
political and cultural setting of the
Second Empire.

the Grand Army of the Republic
(the G.A.R.).
She published her memoirs under The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich
the title Nurse and Spy, upon which by William L. Shirer.
Here is the complete story of Hitthe author has depended heavily.
The author makes this fantastic ler's empire, one of the most immasquerade come alive and shows portant stories ever told, written by
once again that truth is indeed one of the men best equipped to
write it.
stranger than fiction.
No other empire ever bequeathed
historians such mountains of evito
Since history is so closely related
about its rise and fall as the
dence
with biographies and the lives of
Reich.
There occurred at the
Third
people of whom they are written,
we'd like to recommend a few his- end of World War II an event
unique in history. The allied detory titles that are quite exciting:
for unconditional surrender
mand
Gaslight and Shadows The World of
an almost hour-to-hour
produced
Napoleon III.
nightmare empire of
the
of
record
by Roger L. Williams
Hitler.
Adolf
The gaslit world of Napoleon III's
Here is a story of Hitler himself!
empire was dazzling, wicked, and
exciting book, both for those
An
wonderful. France has not been the
who remember the horrors of Hitsame since.
Roger L. Williams sketches ten ler's Reich, and for those who are
people whose lives evoke that many curious now to learn more about
splendored period in French his- the background of the world's prestory. The gallery sparkles with a ent tensions.
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flow of charge by injecting charges
on a junction in the material, the
unipolar silicon carbide transistor
functions like a valve which regulates the current flow across the
junction. Consisting of crystals
only two-thousandths of an inch
thick, the silicon carbide transistor
has but one part impurity in ten
million. The transistor features a
junction built in by exposing it to
vaporized aluminum at the whitehot temperature of 3900° F. Aluminum atoms diffuse into the silicon
carbide crystal, changing the semiconductor from n-type to p-type material, forming a junction where the
two types meet. Input and output
terminal are formed by etching the
wafer at two points until the junction within the body of the crystal
is reached. Connections are then
made at these two points and at the
body of the wafer, thus completing
the silicon carbide transistor. The
finished product measures eightythousandths by fifty-thousandths
inch, with a working area smaller
than a pin head.
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ANYONE YOU KNOW?
This bit of humor comes to us through the courtesy of the Cooperative Engineer, but we feel that it applies (perhaps) in our case. Can you find your
favorite professor among this elite group?

The InquisitorThis instructor's teaching methods bear a strong
resemblance to the Spanish Inquisition. Once he
snares a volunteer, he then proceeds to impale him
upon many additional questions. This can be quite
embarrassing when the original answer was given
to the volunteer by his helpful friend in an adjacent
seat. Of course, the Answer Thief deserves this treatment. (The Answer Thief is that student, who upon
hearing his neighbor muttering the answer in an
attempt to muster the courage to raise a hand, beats
him to the punch.) The Inquisitor is in best form
when questioned on some specific point. He immediately counters with an impossible question, pointing
out along the way the original questioner's poor choice
of words, stupidity, and lack of attention.
The Assistant Janitor—
This instructor, also known as the "Eraser Cleaner," comes to school attired in rejects from a rummage sale. At the end of a day he resembles the Cliffs
of Dover. The most common methods of eraser cleaning include "Out the window and on the bricks" (requiring some nerve), and "On the chalk rail, rapidly." The pinnacle of timing, coordination, and craft
is required in combining the latter method, thus raising a smoke screen, with the rapid writing on the
board of "One hour quiz tomorrow." This must be
perfectly coordinated with the bell ending the class.
The Checker Player-Commonly found facing the class with seating chart
firmly in hand and a mischievous twinkle in the eye,
the Checker Player prefers the instructing technique
of asking questions. His inajor delight is in finding
some geometrical pattern on the seating chart by
which to direct questions in an unpredictable manner.
The game includes many variations of our popular
sports. The instructor faces the class and the game is
on! The first question is pitched. (The first two or
three batters generally don't enjoy the game too much
for they have no chance to study the pattern and
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predict their position in the batting order.) As the
game wears on, a pattern begins to emerge. Tension
mounts among those who haven't batted. If the pattern
has been incorrectly solved, an unsuspecting student
may be sitting calmly in his seat, only to be pitched a
high hard one. There is always the possiblity of a
"foot-fault," where the prospective questionee is warned by a careless tipping of the play by position and
direction of the instructor's feet. An "ace" is scored
when the instructor gets around the entire class without detecion of he pattern. Experienced instructors
often employ the "shift," which involves changing the
pattern midway without "double faulting," or calling
on one student twice. A ball control or stalling game
is used when it appears the student might come up
with the correct solution. By this strategy it is hoped
that time will run out before the solution occurs. The
opposite of this, the "fast break" (most popular in the
midwest), involves the selection of a simple pattern
but with questions being thrown in a rapid-fire manner so as to score an ace before the students recover
their poise.
Two major defenses are employed in trying to crack
the pattern. In the "man-to-man" defense, each student is on his own. A more popular defense is the
"zone." In this, all students in a zone or group of
seats pool their observations and ideas in pattern
predictions.
The Shouter
The Shouter's voice would be of a good quality
in a large convention hall, but some doubt exists
as to the safety of its unlicensed use in a small classroom. Upon initial exposure ti the shouter, the impression is similar to that received from driving an
Austin-Healy "flat-out" through a tunnel for about
an hour. The most notable result is a roaring in the
ears during the two following classes, 10-15 minutes.
The Shouter has the intriguing habit of setting a trap
by gradually speaking softer and softer until one is
lullabied to the verge of slumber. At this point the
Shouter chooses to emphasize what is being said by
returning to his full, window-rattling volume.
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PROBLEM:
HOW
ELECTRONICS
KEEPS A
HYDROFOIL
ftRAFT AN

ITS TOES
Hamilton Standard's Electronics Department is currently
developing the automatic stabilization system for Grumman
Aircraft's exciting hydrofoil boat. This all-aluminum, 80-ton
test design is expected to reach speeds of 60 to 80 knots by
means of reducing its drag through the automatically controlled "lift" of hydrofoils. For peak efficiency, the incidence
of these foils must be continuously controlled so that the
center of gravity will remain steady as wave height and
direction of flow change ... through every kind of sea.
As you can see, the engineering requirements implicit in
designing an automatic control system for such a craft
created a variety of problems. Engineers had to consider
automatic pitch stability augmentation during take-off, cruise
and landing; manually adjustable trim control devices to
allow the pilot to set desired trim in pitch attitude; pitch
trim control from level to eight degrees bow-up and within
+ .25 degrees of reference. In addition, the control, which

will require 115 + 10V RMS at 400 + 20 CPS, had to be
designed so that open or short circuit failure of any one
component would not put large reference voltages in circuit
areas resulting in large control surface displacements.
Making use of its experience acquired in engineering the
Automatic Stabilization Equipment for helicopters such as
Sikorsky's S-61 the Electronics Department developed the
lightweight, highly transistorized gear shown below incorporating the latest state-of-the-art packaging and circuitry
techniques. The block diagram on the left below shows the
breakdown of the major parts of the system—amplifier and
compensation, vertical gyro package and rate gyro. Space
prevents detailed explanations of its operations but if you
would like to work on similar challenging undertakings talk
with our campus representative about your career aspirations. Write for your copy of our brochure, ENGINEERING
FOR YOU AND YOUR FUTURE, to Mr. R. J. Harding.
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20401-u-14
Stolen by Rick Rapson

1st M.E.: "You cutting machine
design Friday?"
2nd M.E.: "Nope, I can't. Need
the sleep."
Doctor: "How's the engineering
patient this morning?"
Nurse: "I think he's regaining
consciousness. He tried to blow the
foam off his medicine."

"Yassah," said the little colored
boy, "I's named for my parents.
Daddy's name was Ferdinand and
Mammy's name was Liza."
"What's your name, then?"
"Ferdiliza."
Little Jack Horner
Sat in a corner,
Crib notes under his eye.
He opened his book
And took a quick look,
And now he's Tau Beta Pi.

Her lips quivered as they approached his. His whole frame
trembled as he looked into her
A young teacher substituted for
eyes. Her chin vibrated and his
body shuddered as he held her a friend who was taking a week's
honeymoon. Later at a party someclose to him.
The moral of this: Never kiss a one started to introduce the groom
girl in a jeep with its engine run- to her. "Oh", spoke the man, "I
know Miss Jones well. She substinings.
tuted for my wife on our honeyRelative humidity is best demon- moon."
strated when you hold your baby
I was worried when the water
in your lap.
came almost up to the top of the
He: I understand kisses speak wheels on my little foreign car as
the language of love.
I plowed through the flooded street
behind a delivery truck. Suddenly
She: Yes?
a huge truck approached from the
He: Let's talk things over.
opposite direction, rolling a 15-inch
There are a lot of couples who wave toward me from its wheels
don't neck in parked cars. The The driver didn't see me until we
were almost abreast-then it was
woods are full of them.
too late. He clapped his hand to his
They say that girls are minors forehead by way of apology and
until they are 18. then they are shouted, "Up periscope!"
gold-diggers.
A weary shopper, laden with
Stage hand: "I hear you and the packages, returned to her car just
in time to see it pull away from
leading lady are on the outs."
Electrician: "Yea, it was one of the curb and dash off at high
those quick change scenes with the speed. Dropping her bundles, she
stage all dark. She asked for her fumbled in her purse, found the
tights, and I thought she said stub of a pencil, and wrote hurriedlights."
ly on the outside of a package.
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Then she hurried away to find a
policeman and report that a thief
had stolen her car. "But," she added proudly, "I've got his license
number right here!"
The teacher required a short
essay on Mozart. Here was little
Sally's contribtuion: "Mozart was
a great composer. His music is
very good. He kept a spinster in
his attic on which he practiced 14
hours every day."
A lady busily engaged in washing her upstairs windows leaned
out too far and fell, landing squarely in a garbage can. A passing
Chinese gentleman looked, shrugged, and said, "Americans, velly
wasteful. Woman good for ten
years yet."
"I'm going to have a little one,"
Said the girl friend, gay and
frisky ; But the boy friend up and
fainted not knowing she meant
whiskey!
Mike: "Well, Doctor, how is my
lawyer friend today?"
Doctor: 'He's lying at death's
door."
Mike: "Is he now? Well, that's
just like a lawyer. At death's door
and still lying."
Alcatraz is most certainly the
pen with with the lifetime guarantee.
C.E. Prof: "Describe the mechanism of a steam shovel."
Student: "Don't kid me, you
can't shovel steam!"
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If your sights are set

on electronics-

With the IBN1 Sage computer, Air Force personnel view computcrgenerated displays projected in the Command Post.

you'll find Photography at Work with you
THE engineer

working in electronics finds photography one of
his most valuable tools. For example, he uses camera and film
to capture and study the fleeting
transient on the oscilloscope face.

which you can set your sights
where photography does not play
a part in simplifying work and
routine. It saves time and costs
in research, on the production
line, in the engineering and saies
department, in the office.

X-rays and film provide him
with a check on the internal inSo in whatever you plan to
tegrity of sealed components. do, take full advantage of all the
Even intricate circuits can be ways photography can help.
printed and miniaturized by
CAREERS WITH KODAK :
photographic methods.
With photography and photoThere's hardly a field on graphic processes becoming inEASTMAN

KODAK

COMPANY

Rochester 4, N. Y.

creasingly important in the business
and industry of tomorrow, there
are new and challenging opportunities at Kodak in research, engineering, electronics, design, sales,
and production.
If you are looking for such an
interesting opportunity, write for information about careers with Kodak.
Address: Business and Technical
Personnel Department,
Eastman Kodak Company.
Rochester 4, N.Y.

One of a series

Interview with
General Electric's Earl G. Abbott9
Manager—Sales Training

Technical Training Programs
at General Electric
Q. Why does your company have training programs, Mr. Abbott?
A. Tomorrow's many positions of major
responsibility will necessarily be filled by
young men who have developed their
potentials early in their careers. General
Electric training programs simply help
speed up this development process.
In addition, training programs provide
graduates with the blocks of broad experience on which later success in a
specialization can be built.
Furthermore, career opportunities and
interests are brought into sharp focus
after intensive working exposures to
several fields. General Electric then gains
the valuable contributions of men who
have made early, well-considered decisions on career goals and who are confidently working toward those objectives.
Q. What kinds of technical training programs does your company conduct?
A. General Electric conducts a numbet
of training programs. The G-E programs
which attract the great majority of
engineering graduates are Engineering
and Science, Manufacturing, and Technical Marketing.
Q. How long does the Engineering and
Science Program last?
A. That depends on which of several
avenues you decide to take. Many graduates complete the training program during their first year with General Electric.
Each Program member has three or four
responsible work assignments at one or
more of 61 different plant locations.
Some graduates elect to take the Advanced Engineering Program, supplementing their work assignments with
challenging Company-conducted study
courses which cover the application of
engineering, science, and mathematics to
industrial problems. If the Program member has an analytical bent coupled with a
deep interest in mathematics and physics,
he may continue through a second and

third year of the Advanced Engineering
Program.
Then there is the two-year Creative
Engineering Program for those graduates
who have completed their first-year
assignments and who are interested in
learning creative techniques for solving
engineering problems.
Another avenue of training for the
qualified graduate is the Honors Program,
which enables a man to earn his Master's
dcgree within three or four semesters at
selected colleges and universities. The
Company pays for his tuition and books,
and his work schedule allows him to earn
75 percent of full salary while he is going
to school. This program is similar to a
research assistantship at a college or
university.
Q. Just how will the Manufacturing
Training Program help prepare me for
a career in manufacturing?
A. The three-year Manufacturing
Program consists of three orientation
assignments and three development
assignments in the areas of manufacturing
engineering, quality control, materials
management, plant engineering, and
manufacturing operations. These assignments provide you with broad, fundamental manufacturing knowledge and
with specialized knowledge in your
particular field of interest.
The practical, on-the-job experience
offered by this rotational program is supplemented by participation in a manufacturing studies curriculum covering
all phases of manufacturing.
Q. What kind of training would I get
on your Technical Marketing Program?
A. The one-year Technical Marketing
Program is conducted for those graduates
who want to use their engineering knowl-

edge in dealing with customers. After
completing orientation assignments in
engineering, manufacturing, and marketing, the Program member may specialize
in one of the four marketing areas: application engineering, headquarters marketing, sales engineering, or installation and
service engineering.
In addition to on-the-job assignments,
related courses of study help the Program
member prepare for early assumption of
major responsibility.
Q. How can I decide which training
program I would like best, Mr. Abbott?
A. Well, selecting a training program is
a decision which you alone can make. You
made a similar decision when you selected
your college major, and now you are
focusing your interests only a little more
sharply. The beauty of training programs
is that they enable you to keep your
career selection relatively broad until you
have examined at first hand a number of
specializations.
Furthermore, transfers from one General Electric training program to another
are possible for the Program member
whose interests clearly develop in one
of the other fields.

Personalized Career Planning
is General Electric's term for the
selection, placement, and professional development of engineers and scientists. If you would
like a Personalized Career Planning folder which describes in
more detail the Company's training programsfor technical graduates, wri te to Mr. Abbott at Section 959- /3, General Electric
Company. Schenectady 5, N. Y.
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